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A decade of research, design & analysis
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Background
The Mobilicity project was started in 2002 as a celebration of 25 years of Capoco Design Limited. Since 1977,
Capoco had carried out design & analysis projects in the public road transport field across six continents.
These city bus & luxury coach products became market leaders in many of the world’s markets. In the UK bus
market, Capoco products have taken from 60% to 65% of sales for the last 15 years. Top sellers in every
sector, they out-sell the combined imports from Mercedes, Volvo, Scania, MAN, Irisbus by a factor of 2 to 1.
Thus the original brief for the Mobilicity study was to research and develop an urban transport system for the
year 2027, Capoco’s 50th. The study was to be visionary, yet practical; innovative, yet deliverable.
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Royal College of Art, London
The first stage, starting in 2003, was to commission a twelve month research study by the RCA, including
inputs from their world renowned Vehicle Design department. The work would cover not only the design, but
also other critical aspects such as user trials, field evaluations and team workshops. These stages involved
many experts from architecture, urban planning, eco transport and technology.
The work was summarised in the final 2004 report that included public transport analyses in London, Istanbul
and Hong Kong. The vehicle design was developed in 3D CAD and a scale model was produced. Virtual reality
and 3D CAD models were used for the interior and seating plan.
The project was also presented to a one day seminar at the RCA and was widely reported in the national and
transport trade press.
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European Bus Directive
The more technical design work continued thru 2005 when the second generation 3D CAD design was
developed. This took the original concept and added the Capoco public transport expertise in terms of
packaging, structures and the nitty-gritty aspects of public transport design.
This included such aspects as developing the interior package to meet the emerging EC Bus Directive and
incorporating established seating and door technologies. The low energy drive options were also developed
further. All versions used electric traction and employed a battery bank to buffer the kinetic energy.
The various studies covered battery electric, hybrid, range extender and fuel cell. These versions paralleled
Capoco’s ongoing work in the global bus market where these BEV, HEV and FCHEVs were being deployed.
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North American International Auto Show
The Detroit show in 2006 saw the launch of the third generation of the Mobilicity vehicle design.
It was exhibited at the Cobo Centre and was awarded the Outstanding Design Award, as part of the Michelin
Design Challenge looking into future urban transport systems.
The scale model on show was developed by Capoco and InnovationRCA. This included the rapid prototyping
of the full exterior and interior package.
This design was then used for all the subsequent modelling work on the vehicle systems, the city-based
animations and the planning of the prototype build activities.
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Partner Companies
The whole approach to the Mobilicity project has been rooted in Capoco’s industrial experience in delivering
public transport systems. Knowing the industry and supplier base in great detail, the Mobilicity design has
been built on the foundations of collaborating with proven suppliers and their products.
This whole approach to durability and reliability is typified by the standard London bus availability
requirements – 18 hours a day, 364 days a year.
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System characteristics
The whole basis for Mobilicity combines two fundamentals – automated vehicle operation & collective
travel. As is well known, this therefore establishes the strategic approach under the Group Rapid Transit or
GRT banner. The best example of this formula – indeed virtually the only system operating practically – is the
erroneously named Morgantown Personal Rapid Transit or PRT system in Virginia. It uses a very similar 5m
long vehicle carrying 20 people. It uses overhead tracks and a third rail solution for electrical supply.

occupancy

congestion

How many km’s of road
do you need to move
1,000 people at 20mph?

The Doppelmayer system again uses a
comparable GRT vehicle design, but employs
cable traction as the means of locomotion.
The essential feature here is track or lane
capacity, usually expressed in the transport
metric of pphpd. This parameter clearly shows
collective, or group, or public transport is the
only way to provide viable mobility for large
numbers of people in densely populated,
urban areas.

2 second headway @ 9m/s
Car ave occupancy: 1.25
Mobi ave occupancy: 10.5
City car: 2.5m, 2 cap
Supermini, 4.0m, 4 cap
Luxobarge: 5.0m, 5 cap
Mobilicity: 5.0m, 24 cap
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Commercial Development
After the three generations of vehicle design, plus the underlying technological solutions, the project team
began to concentrate on the commercial aspects of the equation. This involved work on many different
fronts.
A full business case was developed, looking forward several years, based on the commercial model selected
for the company.
Also a significant number of potential pilot systems were studied and, in some cases, modelled. These sites
included Daventry, the NEC, the Dubai International Convention Centre, Mont St Michel and, more recently,
the newly proposed visitor centre at Stonehenge.
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Project Status
Capoco has now concluded over a decade of research, design investigation and analysis on the Mobilicity GRT
project. Significant progress has been made on both the technical and commercial aspects. The wide and
deep planning, to date, has developed not only an engineering solution, but also a financial one. Numerous
awards have been received including the Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership’s Technology Challenge in 2012.

This now brings the team to Next Steps. For its part, Capoco has never gone beyond theoretical ‘software’
development of its many projects, which is characterised by the software design and analysis stage.

The ‘hardware’ stages have always been carried out in co-operation with their client companies, the OEMs
or vehicle manufacturers. So the next step for Mobilicity is the well-researched hardware phase, which
involves the building two prototypes for test and requires new dimensions to the team.

For these reasons, the forward plan for 2014 is to investigate further partnering arrangements with external
companies. The combination of the rather adverse financial climate, and the small industrial scale of
automated transport, suggests that collaboration would be beneficial. This potential for pooling of expertise,
plus an increase in industrial scale, would seem to be beneficial to the parties involved.
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